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The Tech

Odd But Good Comedy Presented at Copley

Children of The Moon, by Marie France, was opened at the Copley Theatre on January 8 and has been a great success. The play is a mystery and a tragedy, dealing with the Arborstone Admiration and is justly recorded. At the Arborstone mansion resides a character named Mr. Godfrey, a mysterious character. Mr. Godfrey is exceptionally shrewd, as is shown by his choice of companions and his manner of dealing with others. He is also very well carried off.

The plot of the play revolves around the discovery of a secret room in the mansion, which contains a number of valuable pieces of jewelry. The plot thickens as it is revealed that the jewels are not what they seem to be. The audience is left guessing until the very end, when the truth is finally revealed.

The acting is superb, with the cast consisting of some of the finest actors in the city. The production values are also excellent, with a setting that is both beautiful and mysterious.

The play is not for everyone, as it contains some very graphic scenes and language. However, for those who enjoy a good mystery and a well-crafted play, "Children of The Moon" is definitely worth seeing.